Date: 12/3/19
Location: Plex Basement

RCB Executive Board Meeting
Start Time: 6:01
Members Absent: Sophia, Jenna, Yasmine
1. Review
a. Reading of the Minutes
2. Executive and Advisor Updates
a. Jakob (VP of Academic Affairs)
i.

Climate Change Panel
1. New class scheduled in Harris 107, making that space unavailable
2. Must determine new venue, potentially one of the larger
Annenberg rooms or Harris L07?
a. Based on 25Live, the only venues available for given date
and time are ANNG25, ANNG21, HRSL07, or two venues
in Tech that are unsuitable. Additionally some rooms in
Norris might be available
3. Date and time are relatively immovable due to panelist availability

b. Maria (VP of Social Affairs)
i.

People generally liked everything, but you can’t please everyone.
1. Literally nothing solid. If someone loved something, then someone
else hated it.

ii.

Nada mas.

c. Sophia (VP of Philanthropic Affairs)
i.

nothing

d. Danielle (VP of Public Relations)
i.

Thank you all for archiving stuff, haven’t heard anything back

ii.

Climate change poster- anything else?

e. Charlotte (VP of Financial Affairs)

f.

i.

Check should be on its way to the Sports Museum

ii.

Turns out i accidentally overcharged RCs with exec members

iii.

Payment for buses?

iv.

Has the food for elections been ordered yet

Yasmine and Jenna (VP of Inter College Relations)
i.

It’s Jenna! So sorry I couldn’t be here. I have work until 6:30. Please let
me know if you need any help from me before I see you next!
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ii.

Updates:
1. Meeting with the IM chairs tomorrow at Shepard to discuss
strategy for next quarter (I’ll talk to them about an IM interest event
+ bonding stuff too)
2. Will start planning a bigger winter quarter event as soon as we
come back from break

iii.

Charlotte-- please let me know when my reimbursement for the formal
wristbands will be ready! I sent you an email with the Amazon
confirmation a while back, but if you didn’t get it, also let me know :)
1. Messaged you on facebook!

g. Eleanor (President)
i.

RCBonding - this Friday at 8pm at Hobart? (Unless one of y’all would like
to host at your RC/apartment to change things up?)
1. Also, snacks?

h. Nancy (Advisor)
i.

I’d like to see the data submitted for the RCB formal. This event is RCB’s
largest investment of time and funds. It is important to review and share
the results. Also, it is a rare opportunity to receive a large sample of
feedback (out of 500 attendees).

ii.

Helicon submission deadline is Dec. 15 for its issue https://www.facebook.com/nuhelicon/

iii.

Eleanor: Has Erika Barrios discussed with you any agenda time (possible
funding support topic)?

iv.

Note to NLA: include info for 12/6 RCB meeting - about planning for 20-21
elections.

v.

I have purchased my secret gift exchange items for our 12/6 RCB
meeting. Have you? Question: what do you think of me bringing some
cookies and milk/cider for that meeting. Suggestions on other type of
cookies? I could make some chocolate chip (without nuts). But, there may
be others to buy/bring - looking for feedback.
1. Dietary friendly cookies: Lucy’s (brand) chocolate chip or lemon
2. Oreos (peppermint? Do they exist?), Chips Ahoy

3. Discussion
a. NLA request: Residential Engagement Center venue options for RCB 1/15 panel
event - option locations/times shared with Jakob.
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End Time: 6:42

